When selecting a filter for an application, it is often essential to know the behaviour of the filter in presence of contamination. This robustness of a filter is traditionally explored by means of influence function (IF) and change-of-variance function (CVF). However, as these are asymptotic measures there is uncertainty of the applicability of the obtained results to the finite length filters used in the real world applications. This paper disperses this uncertainty by presenting a new method, called output distributional influence function (ODIF), for examining the robustness of the finite length filters. The method gives extensive information about the robustness of any filter with known output distribution function. As examples the ODIFs for distribution function, density function, expectation, and variance are given for the mean and the median filters and interpreted in detail.
INFLUENCE FUNCTION
Influence function (IF) is a useful heuristic tool of robust statistics introduced by Hampel [2, 3] under the name influence curve (IC) for studying the performance of filters under noisy conditions. In this definition ¡ Ü is the probability measure which puts mass 1 at the point Ü. The IF gives the effect that an infinitesimal contamination at point Ü has on the estimator Ì when divided by the mass of the contamination. So the IF gives asymptotic bias caused by the contamination and thus characterizes properties of the estimator as the number of observations approaches infinity.
We denote by¨and the distribution and the density functions of the standard normal distribution. The influence functions for the mean and the median are shown in Figure 1 where the underlying distribution ¨. For the mean the gross error sensitivity, i.e., the worst influence which a small amount of contamination of fixed size can have on the value of the estimator, equals infinity and for the median it is finite and equals Ô ¾ ½ ¾ ¿. So for the mean single outlier can carry the estimate over all bounds but for the median an outlier has a fixed influence. ¨.
CHANGE-OF-VARIANCE FUNCTION
The IF gives only one aspect of robustness of an estimator, namely local robustness of the asymptotic value of the estimator. Another important aspect is the local robustness of asymptotic variance. Figure 2 . In the same figure is also shown the CVF of the median at ¨. It has a constant value Ô ¾ ½ ¾ ¿ elsewhere but at zero, where the graph has a negative delta function. If the CVF is negative, the asymptotic variance of the estimator has decreased, and if positive, the asymptotic variance has increased. So for the mean the asymptotic variance decreases if the contamination is in the interval´ ½ ½µ. The further the contamination is from this interval the more the variance is increased and a single outlier can carry the asymptotic variance over all bounds. For the median contamination at the origin reduces the asymptotic variance significantly and the contamination anywhere else causes only a constant increase to the variance of the median. So the median is robust also in this sense. 
OUTPUT DISTRIBUTIONAL INFLUENCE FUNCTION
Since the IF is an asymptotic measure, it describes properties of infinite length filters which may differ from those of finite length filters used in the real world filtering applications. It would be more useful and more interesting to examine properties of these finite length filters rather than the asymptotic properties. For this purpose some finite sample versions of the IF, such as empirical IF, sensitivity curve (SC), and a version using jackknife have been proposed (see e.g. [4] and the references therein). For these either a real sample´ ½ ¾ AE µ or an artificial sample generated from the distribution of the input samples is needed and this sample itself or the way it is derived from the distribution affects the result. What we would like to have is a general method which uses the distribution function of the input samples itself and not any artificial sample derived from . In the case where the output distribution of a filter can be expressed in a closed form as a function of the distribution functions of the input samples we propose this method to be output distributional influence function (ODIF) introduced in this paper.
We assume here that the input samples are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. First we need a way to denote the output distribution function of a filter when a fraction of the input samples has different distribution than the rest of the samples. We denote by À´½ µ · Ý´¡ µ the output distribution À ´¡µ of the filter where every occurrence of the common distribution function of the input samples is replaced bý ½ µ · Ý and Ý can be any distribution function with mean Ý. As usual, we define ´½ µ · Ý´Ü µ Ü À´½ µ · Ý´Ü µ. Now the following definition gives the ODIF for the distribution function.
Definition 3 . Let the output distribution function of a filter be
À ´¡µ where ´¡µ is the common distribution function of the input samples and let Ý´¡ µ be a distribution function having mean Ý. 
respectively for those Ü and Ý where the limits exist. They can also be derived to be
and The graph where the maximum value is smallest is the one with the smallest Ý. When Ý ¼, the contamination is placed to the mean of¨and it increases the height of the density peak and decreases the tails of the density. For larger values of Ý the contamination attracts the peak of the density and simultaneously decreases the density in the area of original density.
ODIFS FOR MEAN
The ODIF for the expectation gives the effect that the infinitesimal contamination in the input has on the expectation of the output of the filter when divided by the mass of this contamination. When the ODIF for the expectation is negative, the contamination Ý has decreased the expectation of the filter, and when it is positive, the expectation has increased. So the ODIF for the expectation actually is similar to the IF but it is defined for the finite length filters and the distribution function of the contamination is not limited to be ¡ Ý but can be any distribution function Ý .
After substituting ´¡µ from equation´ µ into equation (3) to zero in the same area as the graphs in Figure 4 go. This figure together with the knowledge that the coefficient of delta function is practically zero when Ý ¾ predicts that contamination anywhere in this area has the same fixed influence predicting bounded ODIFs for the expectation and the variance and robustness of the filter. This will be confirmed in the next section.
ODIFS FOR MEDIAN

Effect of the Filter Length upon Robustness
In this subsection we examine the effect of the filter length upon the robustness of the median filter by using ODIF for the expectation and the variance. Often when the nonlinear filters are used, the lengths are short and the asymptotic behaviour given by the IF and the CVF can be far from the actual one and even include behaviour that does not exist for the small filter lengths. For this problem the ODIF provides a solution by giving the graphs for the specified filter length. When Figure 1 . The ODIFs for the expectation provide similar quantitative information and similar quantities can be derived from them as from the IF but now for finite length filters. The ODIFs for the expectation for different filter lengths differ from each other and also from the IF of the median. However, as the length of the filter increases, the ODIF for the expectation approaches to the IF of the median. As can be observed from Figure 5 the supremum of the absolute value of the median is limited also for finite length filters but has higher value for smaller filter length. Since the IF of the median has a jump at zero, a wiggling phenomenon can occur when there are small fluctuations in the observations. As the graphs of the ODIFs for the expectation in Figure 5 do not have this jump, the wiggling phenomenon is not a problem in the small finite length median filters but becomes such as the filter length gets longer. In the same case as above, where ¨and Ý ¡ Ý , the ODIF for the variance ¾´¡µ of the median is obtained by using equation (4) by AE approaches the CVF as AE approaches infinity.
Analysis of Different Noise Distributions Ý
In the IF quite unrealistic noise model, the delta distribution, is always used. In our ODIFs we can use more realistic noise distributions and thus make use of the knowledge we have of the possible noise sources in specific applications. So the ODIF is much more flexible method than the IF and the CVF and it can be adjusted to varying conditions by adjusting the distribution Ý .
As an example we examine the median filter of length when ¨and Ý is delta, Laplace, normal, and uniform distribution. In Figure 7 we show the ODIFs for the expectation for the above median filter for the different noise distributions Ý . We can see from this figure that the constant parts of the graphs are all on the same level and thus the supremum of the absolute value is the same for all the four cases. In the area of small contamination the graphs are different but graphs for other distributions than the delta distribution differ from each other only slightly and much more from the one for the delta distribution. The mean, the variance and the shape of the density of the contamination all have influence on the ODIF for the expectation obtained for the median. When the variance of any of the distributions approaches zero the graphs approach the solid line in Figure 7 obtained for delta distribution. The smaller the variance the nearer the origin the constant level is reached. The shape of the density determines the behaviour of the graphs near the origin. The Laplace distribution is the most peaked of the three and the uniform the flattest. The more peaked the distribution the closer the result is to the graph for delta distribution in the vicinity of the origin. The tails of the contaminating distribution on the other hand determine how soon the constant level is reached. So the graph for the uniform distribution reaches the constant level with smallest Ý and the graph for the Laplace with highest. Figure 8 shows the ODIFs for the variance multiplied by AE in the same situation as Figure 7 for the expectation. Very similar behaviour due to the shape of the contaminating distribution is noticeable from this figure as was from the previous one. Since the variance of contamination is ten times the variance of distribution , for the Laplace, the normal, and the uniform distributions, the variance never decreases compared to the case with no contamination. By lowering the variances of the contaminations the ODIFs for the variance multiplied by AE would approach the solid line and become negative near the origin.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced the ODIF, a new useful method for assessing the robustness properties of finite length filters. The ODIF was shown to be a good theoretical analysis tool which at the same time is applicable to the real filtering situations. Nonlinear filters do not have many theoretical analysis tools and the ODIF gives a new possibility to analyse and compare many of these fil- ters. The performance of the method was demonstrated by using the commonly used mean and median filters as examples and the relations of the ODIFs for the expectation and the variance to the traditionally used IF and CVF were discussed. Since in the same way as for the IF and the CVF the interpretation of the obtained curves is very essential, detailed interpretation was given for all the figures. Especially the effect of the filter length and the different noise distributions were considered.
